Education
What?

Through the Education module, users can track and enter up to four dates per Program Term for a participant who receives the following:

- educational home visits
- individualized curriculum plans
- parent conferences

Because tools vary agency to agency, these fields can be used to track the dates and enter data for tools specific to your agency.

Setup

* If you are currently using ChildPlus, your system administrator has already completed this section, skip to the data entry section.

Before using the Education module tools, you must first set up this tool.
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1. Click the Education Tab under Agency-Specific Customizable Fields.
2. Enter a header/name for each tool (both tools are not required).
3. Enter the areas used to examine the participant's progress. You can add up to 12 fields for each column of Agency-Specific fields.

The Education module is designed for scored tools only.
The information on this screen is associated with the Program Term you have selected and applies to only that Program Term.

With every new enrollment, the participant has a new Education record.

The notes in the Education Notes field apply to the selected Program Terms.